Maturational Characterization of Mouse Cortical Neurons Three-Dimensionally Cultured in Functional Polymer FP001-Containing Medium.
The aim of the present study is to construct and characterize a novel three-dimensional culture system for mouse neurons using the functional polymer, FP001. Stereoscopically extended neurites were found in primary mouse cortical neurons cultured in the FP001-containing medium. Neurons cultured with FP001 were distributed throughout the medium of the observation range whereas neurons cultured without FP001 were distributed only on the bottom of the dish. These results demonstrated that neurons can be three-dimensionally cultured using the FP001-containing medium. The mRNA expression of the glutamatergic neuronal marker vesicular glutamate transporter 1 in neurons cultured in the FP001-containing medium were higher than that in neurons cultured in the FP001-free medium. Expression of the matured neuronal marker, microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) a,b, and the synapse formation marker, Synapsin I, in neurons cultured with FP001 was also higher than that in neurons cultured without FP001. The expression pattern of MAP2a,b in neurons cultured with FP001, but not that in neurons cultured without FP001, was similar to that in the embryonic cerebral cortex. Exposure to glutamate significantly increased 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) reduction activity in neurons cultured with FP001 compared to that in neurons cultured without FP001. These results suggested that glutamatergic neurotransmission in neurons three-dimensionally cultured in the FP001-containing medium may be upregulated compared to neurons two-dimensionally cultured in the FP001-free medium. Thus, neurons with the properties close to those in the embryonic brain could be obtained by three-dimensionally culturing neurons using FP001, compared to two-dimensional culture with a conventional adhesion method.